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Research these five elements to properly design your
machines for harsh conditions
Machine designers for heavy duty
applications know how important it is to select
motion control components that can
withstand even the harshest conditions. To
help with this process, a recent DPA
magazine article presented five elements
designers must keep in mind that contribute
to robust operation:
Material selection
Coatings
Sealing strategy
Vibration/shock resistance
Maintainability
A few Thomson application examples help
illustrate how the right components can make
the difference for your designs.

Read the Article >

Find the right Thomson
product for your design >

Stay informed on mechanical motion products and trends with
Thomson recorded webinars
With more than 70 years of experience in the mechanical
motion industry, Thomson has built a strong reputation as
a trusted thought leader. In recent years, our subject
matter experts have shared their knowledge on linear
components and trends via many informative webinars.
Check out our library of webinar recordings and choose
from more than 100 titles to educate yourself on a number
of topics.

Browse our recorded webinar library >

Save time/cost and avoid misapplication with our new online self
service linear actuator sizing & selection tool
A new, powerful tool for linear actuators makes it easy for
design engineers to quickly and accurately find an ideal
solution. By completing a selfguided, interactive series of
questions that taps into the extensive application
engineering knowledge base of Thomson experts, users
can avoid costly, timeconsuming misapplications.
Highlights include:
Broad range of feature options.
Parse tradeoffs in your results options.
Realtime adjustment and recalculating per your
defined parameters.
Get CADready, threedimensional models.
Easier determination of the ideal component.
Autopopulation of product pricing based on your
physical location.
Mobilefriendly.
Retains powerful Thomson engineering
calculations.
Expedited quote request process.

Experience the new actuator sizing &
selection tool now >
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